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Overview
There has been a recent surge in the use of totally internally reflected (TIR) microscopy for high spatial resolution imaging of objects at a glass-liquid interface. Most often TIR microscopy is used in fluorescence imaging and thus referred to as TIR fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). For “through the objective” TIRFM to work properly, a focused laser beam enters the back of the objective close to the outer edge of its diameter. The light leaves the objective into the sample at the required critical angle for TIR. The light is then TIR at the glass – liquid interface where it creates an evanescent field propagating into the liquid from the glass surface.

Invention
This invention takes advantage of the returning TIR light, which is adjusted such that the reflected beam returns back into the objective lens when the image plane is coincident with the evanescent field. When the objective is slightly out of focus, the returning light impinges on a different area of the objective lens, causing the light refracted by the lens to exit the objective at a different angle. Also, if the objective is greatly out of focus, or the coupling oil between the objective and glass has an air bubble, no light will return through the objective. Using this phenomenon, our invention provides an accurate means of establishing the critical distance between the high NA objective and the specimen plane where TIR is desired, and confirms the quality of TIR. This invention uses the return TIR beam as a signal source which can have multiple applications including focus control and TIR quality indication in a TIRFM system.

Advantages
- Eliminates need for dichroic mirror to introduce laser light in microscope
- Robust and reliable
- Simplifies optical path
- Superior stability for optical alignment
- Provides a rapid, accurate method for confirming the existence of TIR

Applications
- Any company with optics-instrumentation-microscopy based mission
- An aftermarket TIRFM conversion for existing microscopes
- OEM add on feature for existing microscope lines
- Dominant alternative design replacing current TIR technologies for microscope manufacturers
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